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Abstract: Theoretical examination into the stability of strictly two dimensional crys-

tals led to a conclusion that large enough crystals melt due to the thermal fluctuations.

Free standing graphene, a first experimentally created two dimensional crystal, is found

to be stable but corrugated with characteristic height fluctuations exceeding the inter-

atomic spacing. A possible explanation is given by the classical theory of membranes

embedded into three dimensional space. By rippling into the third dimension the

membranes can stabilise. We address this problem by implementing the classical NpT

simulation of graphene membranes with large samples of up to N = 108864 atoms

and Path Integral Monte Carlo simulation to simulate samples of N = 19440 atom

membranes with the inclusion of quantum effects. The graphene was described by em-

pirical potential. The preliminary results of PIMC simulation already show differences

between classical and quantum simulation in the temperature interval of 100− 400 K.

keywords: graphene, quantum effects, Path Integral Monte Carlo
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Abstrakt: Teoretické úvahy zaoberajúce sa stabilitou dvojdimenzionálnych kryštálov

viedli k záveru, že takéto kryštály sa musia roztopit’ v dôsledku tepelných fluktuácíı.

Grafén, ktorý bol prvým nájdeným dvojdimenzionálnym kryštálom, je zvlnený pokial’

je vol’ne položený. Charakteristická výška tohto zvlnenia je vačšia ako medziatómová

vzdialenost’ uhĺıkov tvoriacich grafén. Možné vysvetlenie ponúka teória membrán v

trojdimezionálnom priestore. Zvlneńım do tretieho rozmeru sa môžu membrány stabi-

lizovat’. Pristúpili sme k tomuto problému klasickou simuláciou grafénu v NpT súbore

a kvantovou simuláciou dráhovým Monte Carlo integrálom. V klasickej simulácii sme

simulovali vzorky vel’kosti až N = 108864 atómov a v kvantovej do N = 19440

atómov. Gráfen sme poṕısali empirickým potenciálom. Predbežné výsledky kvan-

tovej simulácie už teraz ukazujú rozdiely voči výsledkom klasickej simulácie v intervale

teplôt od 100− 400 K.

kl’́učové slová: grafén, kvantové efekty, dráhový Monte Carlo integrál
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Preface

The invention of graphene in 2004, a truly two dimensional crystal, contested the long

standing opinion that such crystal cannot exist as they are unstable. This view was

based on the theoretical insights of Peierls and Landau, and later Mermin and Wagner.

In 2007 it was found by Meyer et al. that free standing graphene is not perfectly flat

and instead it is gently rippled. The explanation was offered by theory of membranes

embedded into higher dimensions developed by Nelson and Peliti, which shown that in-

plane thermal fluctuations might be suppressed by coupling with out-of-plane phonons.

The first investigation into the applicability of the membrane theory to the crys-

talline membranes like graphene was done in 2007 by Los, Fasolino and Katsnelson.

They carried out classical atomistic simulation of graphene described by empirical po-

tential at room temperature and also higher temperatures and focused on character

of formed ripples. Inspired by they work, our aim in this thesis is to implement Path

Integral Monte Carlo simulation of graphene in range of 100 − 400 K to account for

the quantum effects and study their influence on the rippling of graphene.

The theme of the thesis is very fruitful, as it connects current research in graphene,

the theory of membranes and the quantum simulation techniques. It provided strong

incentive to study all aspects of the problem. The preliminary results of quantum

simulation already show impact of quantum effects on the formed ripples and motivate

us to investigate this problem at even lower temperatures.
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1 Introduction

Carbon is one of the most interesting and extensively studied elements. It is abundant

on Earth and it forms the basis of all living organisms being the main building block of

organic molecules. Electronic configuration of carbon is [He] 2s2 2p2 and it is able to

create a strong and stable covalent bonds which explains its ability to form very long

chains of bonded carbon atoms. These chains serve as a skeleton of large and com-

plex organic molecules with other chemical elements and functional groups attached.

Carbon itself comes in a variety of allotropes, some of which were known from ancient

times like diamond or graphite while others have only been discovered in recent past.

A prominent example are fullerenes, carbon structures forming hollow sphere or tube.

The first such molecule, Buckminsterfullerene C60 was discovered in 1985 by team led

by Robert Curl, Harold Kroto and Richard Smalley [17]. Subsequently they received

a Nobel prize in Chemistry in 1996 for their discovery of this novel form of carbon.

Another example of fullerenes with wide range of perspective application are carbon

nanotubes.

1.1 Discovery of graphene

Our interest is in the newest and in a sense the most exotic of these allotropes, a

single atom thick layer of carbon atoms known as graphene. Carbon atoms constitut-

ing graphene are arranged in hexagons forming two dimensional honeycomb lattice.

The first samples of this truly 2D material were created by Andre Geim and Kon-

stantin Novoselov in 2004 using surprisingly simple technique involving Scotch tape

and graphite [35]. Graphite is composed of layers of graphene bound by weak van der

Waals bonds. By repeatedly applying the Scotch tape they managed to peel off lay-

ers of graphene from carefully prepared samples of highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite

attached to glass substrate by photoresist. Thin flakes which were still bound to the

photoresist were then dissolved in acetone. After dipping the Si wafer in the solution

some flakes became captured on the wafer’s surface. Cleaning procedure then removed

most of the thick flakes and subsequent selection identified wafers with samples where

few layers of graphene remained attached to the wafer and in many cases only a single

graphene layer was left which was confirmed by atomic force microscopy. These samples

were then subjected to the measurements of electronic properties, in particular they

found that the carrier mobility at room temperature is ten times higher than in the case

of silicon. Their findings resulted in immense interest in this new material. Consecutive

experiments revealed even more of the striking properties of graphene and its possible

applications [9]. Electronic band structure of graphene was first analysed theoretically
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in 1947 thanks to the P. R. Wallace who was originally interested in band structure of

graphite and he approached this problem by first deriving a tight-binding model for sin-

gle graphene layer [44]. His tight-binding model predicted the existence of Dirac cones

at certain points in Brillouin zone where conduction and valence bands meet in single

point in the energy spectrum of graphene’s electrons, thus graphene being a zero gap

semimetal. Around these points the electrons of graphene have relativistic dispersion

law, since the energy is linear function of magnitude of their momentum. This feature

of graphene’s band structure is related to the fact that its electronic properties of low

energy quasiparticles in the vicinity of Dirac cones can be well described by Dirac-

like hamiltonian, behaving as massless Dirac fermions moving with Fermi velocity vF

which plays the role of speed of light [34]. Due to the quasiparticles being massless

and experiencing little scattering even under ambient conditions Quantum Hall effect

in graphene is robust and observable up to the room temperature [36]. Study of its

mechanical characteristics conducted by Lee et al. [19] showed that it is as rigid as

diamond having practicaly the same Young’s modulus of 1 TPa and ultimate tensile

strength of 130 GPa which is two orders of magnitude higher than that of steel and in

this respect it is currently the strongest known material. These are just some of the

properties which put graphene in the spotlight as material with possible applications

in many branches of science and industry. Six years after its discovery, Geim and

Novoselov were awarded Nobel prize in Physics for their experimental investigation of

graphene.

Figure 1: (Taken from Ref. [9]) a Graphene as seen under atomic-force microscope,
with the lighter parts being folded with relative height of ≈ 4 Å which indicates a single
layer [9]. b Transmission electron microscopy image of graphene sheet freely standing
on metallic scaffold.
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1.2 Graphene as 2D crystal

The actual existence of two dimensional crystal was a suprise. In 40’s, more then 70

years ago, Landau and Peierls showed that strictly 2D crystals are thermodynamically

unstable [18]. We will present a modern version of their argument by Marder [24].

Let us consider a vector field u(x, y) denoting a displacement of small region of elastic

medium centered at point (x, y) due to the fluctuations. We might represent u as a

Fourier series

u =
∑
k

uke
ik.r , (1.1)

where Fourier components obey the symmetry uk = u∗−k since the displacement is real.

The series runs only up to k . 1/d where d is interatomic spacing. This condition guar-

antees, that the displacement field does not change on scale smaller then interatomic

spacing. Potential energy of such medium due to the elastic forces can be written as

U =
1

2

∫
d2x C

∑
αβ

∂uα
∂xβ

∂uα
∂xβ

, (1.2)

where C is a constant in units of energy per area. Now using the Fourier series for

displacement field u we get

U =
1

2

∫
d2x C

∑
k,k′

∑
αβ

kβk
′
βuαkuαk′ei(k+k′).r , (1.3)

by carrying out the area integral we get delta function Aδkk′ where A is the area of the

membrane. Resolving it by summing over k′ and then using the symmetry of Fourier

coefficients we arrive at the following form

U =
AC

2

∑
k

∑
αβ

kβkβuαku
∗
αk =

AC

2

∑
k

k2|u(k)|2 . (1.4)

We can recover the mean square of displacement by summing over mean square of

Fourier components

〈u2〉 =
∑
k

〈|u(k)|2〉 =
∑
αk

〈|uα(k)|2〉 . (1.5)

First however, we need to find ensemble averages of Fourier components of the displace-

ment field. This can be done analytically, since the potential energy is a quadratic form

of Fourier components. Using the Boltzmann weight exp−βU we can write ensemble

3



average for square of arbitrary Fourier component |uα(k)|2 as

〈|uα(k)|2〉 =

∫ ∏
γq duγ(q)|uα(k)|2exp

{
−βAC

2

∑
γq q

2|uγ(q)|2
}

∫ ∏
γq duγ(q)exp

{
−βAC

2

∑
γq q

2|uγ(q)|2
} . (1.6)

Since potential is a quadratic form, Boltzmann weight splits into product of Gaussian

integrals. Most of them cancel between numerator and denominator, leaving only term

with q = k and γ = α. Also, the factor 1/2 in the exponential disappears because of the

symmetry between real and imaginary part of Fourier components of the displacement.

This leaves us with the following expression

〈|uα(k)|2〉 =

∫
duα(k)|uα(k)|2exp {−βACk2|uα(k)|2}∫

duα(k)exp {−βAC2k2|uα(k)|2}
, (1.7)

splitting the complex Fourier component into real and imaginary part uα(k) = ur + iui

we get the final form with explicit Gaussian integrals

〈|uα(k)|2〉 =

∫
durdui [(ur)2 + (ui)2] exp {−βACk2 [(ur)2 + (ui)2]}∫

durduiexp {−βAC2k2 [(ur)2 + (ui)2]}
. (1.8)

Final result after performing the Gaussian integrals is

〈|uα(k)|2〉 =
1

βACk2
. (1.9)

Now we can evaluate the mean square of displacement by passing to integral over

k-space using the identity 1
A

∑
k =

∫
d2k

(2π)2

〈u2〉 =
∑
αk

1

βACk2
=

∫
d2k

(2π)2

kbT

Ck2
. (1.10)

This integral is logarithmically divergent for small k, so long wavelength fluctuations

will melt such crystal at any finite temperature which concludes the argument. This

result of Landau and Peierls did not automatically prohibit existence of two dimen-

sional crystals, but only showed that displacement due to the fluctuations becomes

infinite when the area A of the crystal grows arbitrary large so that wave number

may become smaller and smaller. On the other hand, the divergence is slow, there-

fore two dimensional crystals of large finite size might still be stable for all practical

purposes. Nevertheless, in 1968 a rigorous mathematical proof that atoms interacting

through pair potential cannot form crystals in two dimensions was given by Mermin

[27] who used Bogoliubov inequality in his analysis as suggested earlier by Hohenberg
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[13]. These theoretical arguments were also strongly supported by experimental evi-

dence based on behaviour of thin films prior to the discovery of graphene [9]. Before,

atomically thin layers were only known as integral part of larger 3D structures, usu-

ally grown by epitaxy on substrate with matching crystal lattice. The discovery of

graphene was therefore unexpected, but it was quickly followed by experiments cre-

ating other free-standing two dimensional crystals like single-layer boron nitride [33].

These findings did not in fact disprove Mermin’s work, since it was concerned with

crystalline order in strictly two dimensional space while newly discovered crystals were

two dimensional structures in our three dimensional world. Possible explanation is

that the membranes might stabilise by fine crumpling in to the third dimension, which

suppresses the thermal fluctuations. The rippled character of graphene was observed

experimentally by Meyer et. al. [29] who used transmission electron microscopy to

observe diffraction patterns of freely suspended graphene samples shown in Figure 1b.

By changing the tilt angle of samples with respect to the electron beam diffraction

patterns showed an unexpected feature. The diffraction peaks became broader with

increasing tilt angle in the case of single layer graphene. This broadening cannot be

caused by thermal excitations which only reduce the intensity of diffraction peaks by

Debye-Waller factor. They concluded that the graphene itself was corrugated by per-

forming simulation of diffraction on models of graphene with ripples of various size.

The best agreement with observed diffraction patterns was obtained for ripples with

average 0.5 nm out-of-plane deviation and typical size of 5 nm in plane of graphene.

They further show corrugations to be static by repeatedly reproducing the patterns

using Convergent-beam electron diffraction [30], which raises question of influence of

the thermal excitations upon graphene’s stable state.

1.3 Theory and simulation of membranes

Phenomenological theory brought important insights into the behaviour of membranes

and showed that they may be gently crumpled at finite temperature and still preserve

the long-range order . Nelson and Peliti [32] used the model of crystalline membranes

defined by the free energy in terms of height h and in-plane displacement u of the

membrane given by the following expression

F =

∫
d2x

[
κ

2
(∇2h)2 + µ

∑
αβ

ū2
αβ +

λ

2

∑
α

ū2
αα

]
, (1.11)
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where κ is the bending rigidity, µ and λ are Lamé parameters and ūαβ is the deformation

tensor

ūαβ =
1

2

(
∂uα
∂xβ

+
∂uβ
∂xα

+
∂h

∂xα

∂h

∂xβ

)
. (1.12)

This model assumes for membrane to be nearly flat so one may use the Monge repre-

sentation of height h = h(x1, x2) with h being single valued function over projection

of the surface of the membrane to (x1, x2) plane. The normal to the surface of the

membrane is then

n =
1√

1 + |∇h|2
(−∂xh,−∂yh, 1) . (1.13)

To study the long-range order we are interested in average deviation of normals from

x3-direction which is perpendicular to the flat membrane. The angle between normal

and unit vector x3 is

x3.n = cos θ =
1√

1 + |∇h|2
. (1.14)

The deviations are expected to be small, so expanding both sides to the lowest order

in h a and θ gives

〈θ2(x)〉 ≈ 〈|∇h(x)|2〉 . (1.15)

In harmonic approximation the in-plane phonons u are decoupled from bending modes

h and free energy becomes quadratic in h, thus using the equipartition theorem [31]

gives the average angle of deviation from planarity as

〈θ2(x)〉 = kbT

∫
d2q

(2π)2

1

κq2
(1.16)

in Fourier components. This integral would diverge logarithmically for small q, however

as Nelson and Peliti found out, simple self-consistent theory leads to renormalization

of bending rigidity which grows with small q as

κR(q) ∝ q−1 . (1.17)

This makes the mean angle 〈θ2(x)〉 finite and arbitrary small at low temperatures

which leave the long-range order preserved. More recent calculation by nonperturbative

renormalization-group approach [16] gives the renormalized bending rigidity as

κR(q) ∝ q−η η = 0.85 . (1.18)

These theoretical models are all treating membranes as continuous objects with no

atomistic structure. The first investigation into their applicability to real membranes

composed of atoms, in particular graphene was done by Fasolino, Los and Katsnelson
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in 2007 [1]. They conducted Monte Carlo simulation of graphene membrane modeled

by empirical potential for carbon LCBOPII [22]. To compare results of the simulations

Figure 2: (Taken from Ref. [1]) Fourier components of correlation functions of normals
for samples of graphene with various size. Black line is given by correlation function
in harmonic approximation while the dotted line accounts for the renormalization of
bending rigidity. Harmonic approximation serves as good description in range from
0.2 to 1 Å−1. The peaks in the correlation function correspond to the Bragg peaks at
q = 4π/3a = 2.94 Å−1 and q = 4π/

√
3a = 5.11 Å−1.

with predictions of phenomenological theory of membranes given above they computed

Fourier components of correlation functions of normals which in the harmonic approx-

imation takes the form

〈|nq|2〉 =
kbT

κS0q2
, (1.19)

with S0 being the area per atom. They initially reported an existence of maximum at

q ≈ 0.08 Å−1 in Fourier components of the correlation function given in Figure 2 which

would imply preferred length scale of ripples formed due to the thermal fluctuations. In

paper which followed two years later [23], Los et al. dismissed their former conclusion

that there is a maximum in correlation function of normals. The results were not

conclusive since the system was not equilibrated during the simulation. Therefore they

invented collective trial moves which introduced wave-like displacements to simulated

graphene membranes and significantly reduced the necessary amount of Monte Carlo

steps required for equilibration. This also improved the sampling of configuration space

of membrane and their new results displayed in Figure 3 show no sign of maximum for

Fourier components of correlation functions at small q. On the contrary, they agree
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well with the continuum theory of membranes, both for small q where the Fourier

components of normal-normal correlation function decay as q2−η with η = 0.85 as

predicted by [16] and for range of larger q well described by harmonic approximation.

Figure 3: (Taken from ref. [23]) Fourier components of correlation functions of normals
for samples of graphene with various size. Dashed lines give asymptotic behaviour of
correlation function in harmonic approximation and behaviour for small q dominated
by renormalization of bending rigidity with η = 0.85 [23].

So far the simulations done only probed predictions of classical theory of mem-

branes for temperatures not lower than 300 K. A natural question to ask is how will

the graphene behave once we start approaching the lower temperatures. A classical

theory predicts perfectly flat membranes in the limit of T −→ 0 K. On the other

hand, we know that true dynamics of graphene membranes are governed by quantum

mechanics which introduce non-zero fluctuations even at zero temperature. Will the

membranes be rippled even at such low temperatures and if so, how will the correlation

function of normals behave ? More recently several papers were published [3, 10, 14]

on the quantum theory of membranes. The crossover temperature for quantum regime

of graphene was estimated to lie between 70-90 K [14]. Behaviour of several thermody-

namic quantities like specific heat and thermal expansion was derived in full quantum

mechanical treatment. These advances provide an opportunity to verify the developed

quantum mechanical models of membranes through numerical simulations. This how-

ever requires advanced techniques able to take anharmonic effects into account within

fully quantum mechanical simulation. Therefore, our ambition will be to implement

Path-Integral Monte Carlo simulation of graphene modelled by empirical potential to

determine the influence of quantum effects on membranes at low temperatures.

8



2 Model of Graphene

As a way of describing graphene in simulation we choose an empirical potential depen-

dent only on position of carbon atoms. Such empirical potentials effectively substitute

interactions of valence electrons, which are the true origin of graphene’s geometry. A

simple tight-binding model as described in [37] gives three bonding σ bands lying well

bellow the Fermi energy created by coupled in-plane hybridized sp2-orbitals which hold

120◦ angle between themselves. This band structure is also supported by first-principles

calculation in studies [4] and [15]. By abstracting away from fine details of electron

interactions and working only with carbon atoms themselves it is possible to access

much larger samples which is our main concern. The simplest but effective empirical

potentials are pair potentials. A typical example of this class is the Lennard-Jones

potential. However, since carbon atoms form strong covalent bonds, pair potentials

are not sufficient to provide valid description of such systems. An alternative was

proposed by J. Tersoff, a so called bond-order potential. His idea was to account for

local geometry - namely number of nearest neighbours and angles between their bonds

[41]. Several empirical bond-order potentials for carbon have been proposed, the most

complex one is LCBOPII [22], an improved version of LCBOP [21] devised by Los et

al. and utilized in simulations, for instance, diamond to graphite transition or simula-

tion of liquid carbon. It is the potential of choice in papers [1] and [23] where it was

employed to study the character of ripples in graphene and also the temperature depen-

dence of its mechanical properties [47]. However, to describe various phases of carbon

like graphite, diamond or liquid carbon the potential takes quite a complicated form

including short range, medium range and even long range interactions extending as far

as to sixth nearest neighbour in case of graphene. Since we are going to study graphene

close to room temperature T = 300 K there is no possibility of bond breaking or rear-

rangement of nearest neighbours. Indeed in [47] Zakharchenko et al. report being well

below the melting temperature of graphene according to Lindemann criterion even at

temperature of T = 2300 K. Moreover, in [1] by Fasolino et al. no topological defects

like Stone-Wales 5-7-7-5 rings were observed even up to temperatures of T = 3500 K

and there is no experimental evidence of their formation either. This leads us to believe

that graphene might be well described by much simpler potential for our purpose. We

decided to use the Tersoff potential with parameter set optimized for graphene, more

specifically for lattice dynamics and thermal transport [20]. It is a classical force-field

potential and it reproduces quite accurately the acoustic phonon spectra of in-plane

graphite which are most important in studying the ripples at room temperatures. Re-

produced phonon dispersion curves fail to fit all optical phonon branches, however since

the Debye temperature of graphene is around T ≈ 2000 K this should be of no concern

9



in the temperature range of our simulations. This potential is more local and proves

to be computationally very efficient, since it only includes second-nearest-neighbour

interaction.

The exact form of the potential Vij is given in following analytical form:

Vij = fCij (fRij − bijfAij ) , (2.1)

fRij = Ae−λ1rij , (2.2)

fAij = Be−λ2rij , (2.3)

where rij is the distance between atoms i and j, fRij and fAij are the repulsive and

attractive term respectively and fCij is smooth cutoff term which ensures only nearest-

neighbour interaction:

fCij =


1 rij < R−D
1
2
− 1

2
sin[π

2

(rij−R)

D
] R−D ≤ rij < R +D

0 rij ≤ R +D .

(2.4)

Non-trivial part of pair potential is given by bond angle term bij:

bij = (1 + βnζnij)
−1/2n , (2.5)

ζij =
∑
k 6=i,j

fCikgijke
λ33(rij−rik)3 , (2.6)

gijk = 1 +
c2

d2
− c2

d2 + (h− cos[θijk])2
. (2.7)

Bond angle term depends on local coordination of atoms around atom i and angle θijk

between bonds of atoms i and j and atoms i and k. The values of parameters for

graphene are summarized in Table 1:

A = 1393.6 eV B = 430.0 eV
λ1 = 3.4879 Å−1 λ2 = 2.2119 Å−1

λ3 = 0.0000 Å−1 n = 0.72751
c = 38049.9 β = 1.5724× 10−7

d = 4.3484 h = −0.930
R = 1.95 Å D = 0.15 Å

Table 1: Parameters for optimized Tersoff potential for graphene [20].

Optimized parameters for graphene were obtained by fitting phonon frequencies and

zone-center sound velocities in high-symmetry directions to experimental data from
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in-plane graphite measurements [42].

2.1 Testing the implementation of potential

Implementation of empirical potential has to be thoroughly tested to avoid subsequent

computations with flawed potential. Simple numerical mistakes might be hard to detect

during simulation and could lead to erroneous sampling ultimately resulting in a severe

waste of resources.

2.2 C-C distance test

First simple test will verify that equilibrium C-C distance (at T = 0 K) given by

implemented potential is in agreement with result from [20]. Test will proceed as

follows:

1. Create lattice with expected C-C distance

2. Scale lattice by varying C-C distance and evaluate potential for multiple C-C

distances

3. Observe, whether the minimum of potential is indeed located at the expected

equilibrium C-C distance

Results of this test for implemented Tersoff potential are given in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Results of C-C distance test for Tersoff amd Brenner potentials. Test was
carried out on lattice with N = 8640 atoms.
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We can conclude that the implemented Tersoff potential passed this simple test as

computed C-C distance is in agreement with the expected value of 1.438 Å within a

precision of 0.001 Å.

2.3 Phonon dispersion test

A truly non-trivial test is the calculation of phonon dispersion curves from [20] over

chosen path in Brillouin zone using implemented potential. We will first give a quick

review of classical theory of phonons in harmonic approximation.

The potential energy of graphene configuration is expressed as Taylor series around

equilibrium neglecting all anharmonic terms:

V = V |eq +
∑
i,µ,α

∂V

∂Ri,µ,α

∣∣∣∣
eq

Si,µ,α +
1

2

∑
i,ν,α
j,µ,β

∂2V

∂Ri,ν,α∂Rj,µ,β

∣∣∣∣
eq

Si,ν,αSj,µ,β +O(S3) , (2.8)

where indices i and j denote unit cell of Bravais lattice, indices ν and µ denote atom

within basis (either A or B since graphene’s crystal structure has two-atom basis) and

α and β are Cartesian indices (x, y and z). Since first derivatives vanish in equilibrium

and we can ignore constant term V |eq, the whole difference of potential energy is a

quadratic form of atom out-of-equilibrium displacement vectors Si,ν :

∆V =
1

2

∑
i,ν,α
j,µ,β

∂2V

∂Ri,ν,α∂Rj,µ,β

∣∣∣∣
eq

Si,ν,αSj,µ,β =
1

2

∑
i,ν,α
j,µ,β

Fi,ν,α;j,µ,βSi,ν,αSj,µ,β , (2.9)

where F is so called force constant matrix. Using Newton’s second law we arrive at

equation of motion for carbon atoms

M
d2Si,ν,α
dt2

= −∇i,ν,α(∆V ) =
∑
j,µ,β

Fi,ν,α;j,µ,βSj,µ,β . (2.10)

Solving Newton’s equation of motion for displacements S by assuming solutions are

periodic functions of time S = ueiωt leads to:

1

M

∑
j,µ,β

Fi,ν,α;j,µ,βuj,µ,β = ω2ui,ν,α , (2.11)

where M is a mass of single carbon atom. This is a set of N×2×3 algebraic equations

for amplitudes as functions of position on lattice. But taking into account, that matrix

elements of F are also periodic functions on honeycomb lattice we can take plane waves

ui,ν = ũν,αe
ik.Ri,ν as amplitudes. This reduces former eigenvalue problem by factor of
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N making it much more manageable[
1

M

∑
j,µ,β

Fi,ν,α;j,µ,βe
ik.Rj,µ−ik.Ri,ν

]
ũµ,β = Dν,α;µ,β(k)ũµ,β = ω2(k)ũν,α , (2.12)

where D is the so called dynamical matrix and it is in fact a Fourier transform of

the force constant matrix F. Taking advantage of the periodicity of the system we

have effectively reduced the eigenvalue problem for 6N eigenvalues to problem for 6

eigenvalues at any given wavevector k in Brillouin zone. By diagonalization of the

dynamical matrix we can obtain phonon dispersion curves over whole Brillouin zone.

To actually numerically compute phonon dispersion given by implemented potential

we use the supercell method. This approach involves direct computation of the force

constant matrix F which might be computationally extensive task. However, by taking

the advantage of the locality of implemented potential this is not the case. Since the

implemented Tersoff potential extends only to second-nearest neighbours, elements of

force constant matrix vanish for sites with sufficient spatial separation. Therefore we

only need sample large enough to accumulate single atom’s zone of influence without

overlap (assuming periodic boundary conditions), hence the choice of the supercell.

Then we can evaluate the dynamical matrix D as Fourier transform of force constant

matrix for k over chosen path in Brillouin zone. The following algorithm performs this

computation

1. Create supercell with periodic boundary conditions. We will take 6 x 3 lattice

formed by 4-atom rectangular cells, containing 72 atoms

2. Explicitly calculate force constant matrix F using symmetric finite difference

formula for derivatives

∂2V

∂x2
≈ V (x+ h, y)− 2V (x, y) + V (x− h, y)

h2
(2.13)

∂2V
∂x∂y
≈ V (x+h,y+k)−V (x+h,y−k)−V (x−h,y+k)+V (x−h,y−k)

4hk
(2.14)

by displacing atoms one by one along Cartesian axes where V is the potential

energy of graphene configuration given by implemented potential

3. Choose a path in Brillouin zone and discretize it

4. Compute Fourier transform of F for every point along chosen path to get the

dynamical matrix D(k)

5. Diagonalize D(k) at each point of chosen path
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Results of this test for implemented potential are given in Figure 5. The computed

phonon dispersion curves are in perfect agreement with the ones reported in [20]. It is

now clear that our implementation of optimized Tersoff potential is correct. One can

see that the potential clearly fails to reproduce all the features of phonon spectrum,

but low lying acoustic branches are quite well described. Optimized parameter set

corrects severe error in highest optical branches but results in somewhat poorer fit of

out-of-plane acoustic branch.

Figure 5: (Taken from Ref. [20]) Phonon dispersion curves given by optimized Tersoff
potential. Red lines correspond to original parameter set from paper by Tersoff [40],
black lines are given by optimized parameter set as reported in [20], blue lines are
dispersion curves calculated from our implementation of potential overlayed on original
graph. Symbols correspond to experimental data for in-plane graphite.
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3 Simulation Techniques

In following pages we will give a review of main ideas behind our methods of simulating

graphene membrane described by potential model. In strictly mathematical sense, we

are facing the problem of evaluating integral over a highly-dimensional space. Integrals

we are going to be interested in have general form of

〈A〉 =

∫
dΓA(Γ)w(Γ) , (3.1)

where A is some physical quantity averaged over phase space with proper weight w(Γ).

The difficulty indeed lies in the dimensionality of configuration space over which the

integration is carried out. Its volume is governed by the size of the graphene membrane

or more specifically, the number of carbon atoms the membrane is composed of. Since

ripples we are examining are rather large structures in comparison with lattice constant

of graphene, we are bound to work with membranes composed of tens of thousands

of atoms - the more the better. Therefore it is impossible to evaluate such integrals

straightforwardly, for example by Simpson’s rule and we have to use alternative meth-

ods. Our aim will be to evaluate these integrals by Monte Carlo integration.

3.1 Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Suppose we are interested in thermodynamic averages of quantities in the NV T en-

semble, in which case these averages take the form of the following integral

〈A〉NV T =
1

Z

∫
dΓA(Γ)e−βH(Γ) , (3.2)

where the partition function Z takes the role of normalization constant, H is the

Hamiltonian of the system and β is the inverse temperature. This is an instance of

general problem stated above with Boltzmann factor as specific weight w(Γ). Since the

contribution to the integral for a given configuration Γ is exponentially suppressed by

the Boltzmann factor, one can expect that the integral will be dominated by regions

of configuration space with highest value of Boltzmann factor. Therefore, we might

approximate the integral by drawing random configurations with probability given by

Boltzmann weight and then simply take the arithmetic mean of the quantity of interest

evaluated for the drawn configurations

〈A〉NV T ≈
1

N

N∑
i=1

A(Γi) . (3.3)
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Actually we have merely restated the problem, since now the difficulty lies in generating

random configurations with the desired probability. Nevertheless, this idea lies at

the center of importance sampling. A Solution to this issue for the case of NV T

ensemble with w(Γ) = ρNV T was developed by Metropolis et al. in 1953 [28] and

later extended by Hastings in 1970 [11] to a general case of an arbitrary distribution

ρ. The solution is to set up a Markov chain of states, which is constructed in such a

manner that it has limiting distribution ρ. Then one can simply generate chain long

enough to reach the point upon which distribution of states is the desired one and

discard the beginning of the chain when the system was still converging to equilibrium

distribution. Thermodynamic averages are subsequently evaluated as arithmetic means

over remaining states. To be precise, these averages are ensemble averages and in

general do not have to agree with time averages of physical observable, which we are

really measuring in experiments. For this to be true, the system has to be ergodic [2].

In the case of Monte Carlo sampling, non-ergodicity might manifest as dependence of

computed averages upon the initial state in Markov chain. The generated states will

be localized in small subspace of whole phase space and we will fail to reach desired

distribution.

Markov chain is a sequence of trials satisfying two conditions

• Outcome of each trial is member of countable set of outcomes - states

Γ1,Γ2, . . . ,Γi,Γj, . . . (3.4)

This set is called the state space.

• The outcome of each trial depends only on the outcome of preceding trial. This

”no memory” feature is called Markov property.

Two states Γi, Γj are linked by transition probability πij of state Γj transitioning into

state Γi. We identify each state with a point in the phase space. In the case of canonical

ensemble, to every state we assign a probability density

ρNV T (Γ) =
1

Z
exp(−βH(Γ)) (3.5)

of finding system in configuration around Γ. Assume that we have a system in initial

configuration Γinitial. Such state has a Boltzmann factor exp(−βH(Γinitial)). We will

create a new state Γnew from Γinitial by adding a small random displacement ∆ to the

former state. The Boltzmann factor of new configuration is exp(−βH(Γnew)). We must

decide whether to accept or reject the new configuration as next state in the Markov

chain. In other words we must specify the underlying transition matrix π. Transition
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matrix π must satisfy the eigenvalue equation

πρ = ρ , (3.6)

which means that once the limiting distribution is reached it should not be disrupted.

Therefore, in equilibrium, the average number of accepted trials which result in system

leaving Γ must be exactly equal to the number of accepted trials transitioning from all

other states to the state Γ. It is convenient to impose much stronger condition, known

as detailed balance. In equilibrium, the average number of accepted trials from Γi to

any other state Γj is exactly counterbalanced by the number of accepted reverse trials

from Γj to Γi. For the entries of the transition matrix the following must hold

πijρ(Γj) = πjiρ(Γi) . (3.7)

The trial consists of two phases, first we perform a trial move from Γinitial to Γnew.

Let’s call the transition matrix that determines the probability of performing such

move αnew,initial. Next step is a decision to accept or reject the new state. Let us

denote the probability of accepting new state by σnew,initial. Therefore we can define

πnew,initial as

πnew,initial = αnew,initial σnew,initial . (3.8)

We can now insert this decomposition into detailed balance equation. The original

Metropolis scheme makes an assumption that α is a symmetric matrix. Taking this

into account, we arrive at

σinitial,new ρ(Γnew) = σnew,initial ρ(Γinitial) . (3.9)

Now we can see the relation between the acceptance rate of trial moves in canonical

ensemble

σnew,intial
σinitial,new

=
ρNV T (Γnew)

ρNV T (Γinitial)
= exp (−β [H(Γnew)−H(Γinitial)]) . (3.10)

There is a freedom in choosing σ which satisfies this relation. The choice of Metropolis

et al. is

σnew,initial

ρ(Γnew)/ρ(Γinitial), H(Γnew) > H(Γinitial)

1, H(Γnew) ≤ H(Γinitial) .
(3.11)

In the case of quantities depending only on positional coordinates and not momenta,

it is possible to integrate out kinetic degrees of freedom. Therefore it is possible to

work only with positions of particles and their potential energy if it depends solely on
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those positions. A system where this simplified description is not applicable might be a

gas of charged particles in magnetic field. Nevertheless for our graphene model we can

make use of this convenient simplification. From now on Γ will denote configuration

of graphene membrane in real space. In the special case of canonical ensemble the

acceptance criterion reduces to the following expression

σnew,initial

exp (−β [U(Γnew)− U(Γinitial)]) , U(Γnew) > U(Γinitial)

1, U(Γnew) ≤ U(Γinitial) .
(3.12)

Markov chain with transition matrix π obeying these conditions guarantees that the

limiting distribution of generated states will be that of canonical ensemble. Practical

implementation of this procedure for graphene membrane requires us to set up a sam-

ple of finite area. To achieve this and neglect the edge effects, we employ Born-von

Karman periodic boundary conditions in x and y directions. Also, for convenient im-

plementation of periodic boundaries we use a rectangular supercell shown in Figure 6

as smallest unit of graphene membrane.

Figure 6: Rectangular cell (dashed blue line) containing four carbon atoms. Larger
samples of graphene are build up from these cells.

We mainly simulate systems of two sizes N = 19440 and N = 108864 where the

latter is 2.5 times larger than the biggest sample used in previous studies. They are

approximately of square shape and their physical dimensions are given in Table 2.

N k l Lx [Å] Ly [Å]
960 20 12 49.81 51.77

19440 90 54 224.16 232.96
108864 216 126 537.99 543.56

Table 2: Samples used in simulations are composed of k × l rectangular cells in x and
y directions respectively.
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We can summarize basic implementation of constantNV T simulation of these graphene

samples in short algorithm

1. Initialize the lattice into flat configuration Γinit and evaluate its potential energy

2. generate state Γnew by displacing single carbon atom in current configuration by

magnitude ∆ and evaluate potential energy

3. accept or reject new configuration according to the Metropolis criterion

4. repeat from step 2 for all atoms, either sequentially or randomly

In our case every single trial move is relatively fast to compute since the potential

used to describe graphene is local. One does not need to evaluate potential energy

of whole graphene membrane, computing potential energy of small number of bonds

directly affected by chosen atom is sufficient instead. Parameter ∆ influences the

acceptance rate of trial moves. Small ∆ leads to new states with negligible energy

difference resulting in high acceptance rates but inferior sampling. We adjust ∆ during

equilibration to reach desired acceptance rate of 0.5 and then keep it fixed throughout

the averaging phase of simulation.

By rather small extension of this scheme we can also compute averages in the NpT

ensemble. This is the ensemble in which the simulation of graphene membranes will

be carried out as it provides more realistic setting, since it opens up the possibility of

sampling the thermal expansion of the membrane. The thermodynamic average in the

NpT ensemble is defined as

〈A〉NpT =
1

ZNpT

∫
dV e−βpV

∫
dΓA(Γ)e−βH(Γ) , (3.13)

where volume now acts as another microscopic variable specifying the state Γ. It is clear

that if we want to follow the same kind of process as in the case of canonical ensemble

we have to sample various volumes in addition to configurations. Thus the generated

Markov chain will have probability distribution of ρNpT as limiting distribution and

again we can approximate the averages as arithmetic means of values evaluated for

states in Markov chain. To see how can we sample NpT ensemble we will work with

the definition of thermodynamic average. Again, we retain only potential energy of

configuration in weight factor and the ensemble average takes the form

〈A〉NpT =
1

ZNpT

∫
dV e−βpV

∫
drA(r)e−βU(r) , (3.14)

where r denotes positions of all N particles. Now we will separate integrals over volume
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and positions and also transform the positions to dimensionless variables s

〈A〉NpT =
1

ZNpT

∫ ∞
0

dV e−βpV V N

∫
dsA(s)e−βU(s) , (3.15)

where V is the volume of the system and s denotes scaled positions of all particles.

Probability of a state in NpT ensemble is therefore proportional to

ρNpT ∝ exp(−β(pV + U) +Nln(V )) , (3.16)

where H = PV +U is the enthalpy and exp(Nln(V )) originates from Jacobian. There-

fore the desired Markov chain should have limiting distribution proportional to this

weight [2]. By requiring detailed balance as in the case of canonical ensemble one ar-

rives at the following acceptance criterion for trial move, which now also includes small

change of volume besides displacement of single particle

σnew,initial = min(1, exp(−βδH)) , (3.17)

where δH is ratio of NpT weights

δH = ∆U + p∆V − 1

β
Nln

(
Vnew
Vinitial

)
. (3.18)

Our simulations will be carried out at p = 0, which further simplifies δH to

δH = ∆U − 1

β
Nln

(
Vnew
Vinitial

)
. (3.19)

We do not have to change volume and positions in the same trial move. We can still

exclusively displace single particle, in which case acceptance criterion for such move

reduces to one of canonical ensemble. This is actually very convenient as modifying

the volume is usually computationally expensive since it requires computation of po-

tential energy of the whole system. There are exceptions, for instance in the case of

Lennard-Jones potential where volume trial moves are actually very cheap in terms

of computational resources since the energy of whole system is simply appropriately

rescaled. We may scale each dimension separately but we choose to not do so and in-

stead we scale the square membranes isotropically. The periodic boundary conditions

in x and y direction are still in place but the actual period - the box length Lx and Ly

changes as the membrane is scaled. Algorithm for isotropic scaling move for graphene

membrane is given by the following steps

1. scale whole lattice isotropically by some random scaling factor s
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2. evaluate the quantity

δH = ∆U + p∆A−Nln(Anew/Aold) = ∆U + p∆A−NTln(s2) (3.20)

where instead of V we use surface area A of the membrane

3. accept the new configuration according to the Metropolis criterion

p = min(1, exp(−βδH)) (3.21)

The Markov chain of states generated by these two moves will have the limiting distri-

bution of ρNpT . Again, the scaling factor s governs the acceptance rate of scaling trial

move. It is adjusted during equilibration to achieve acceptance rate of 0.2 and then

fixed for the rest of the simulation.

The convergence of various quantities might differ significantly in terms of suffi-

cient length of generated Markov chain required for them to converge. We are mainly

interested in the character of formed ripples and these are large structures in compar-

ison with lattice constant of graphene. This leads to rather long convergence time for

normal-normal correlation functions especially at small q, since individual local moves

change position of only single atom at time. To tackle this problem one may invent

new moves that could improve the sampling of configuration space. Therefore, inspired

by [23] we implement another global move, so called wave move which introduces wave-

like displacement of atoms in z-direction, perpendicular to the plane of graphene. We

choose in-plane wave vectors from set

q =

(
2π

Lx
mx,

2π

Ly
my

)
, (3.22)

where mx and my are integers. These allowed components of wave vector q are given

by boundary conditions in x and y direction. This set was then bounded by discarding

wave vectors corresponding to short wavelength, since short wavelength ripples are

already well sampled by local atom moves. The upper bound was set to q ≈ 0.16 Å−1

for N = 19440 and N = 108864 samples which translates to minimal wavelength of 40

Å. For each allowed wave vector q there are two linearly independent waves by which

we can displace atoms of graphene. A cosine wave

∆zi = RAS,q cos(qri) (3.23)

and a sine wave

∆zi = RAS,q sin(qri) , (3.24)
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where ri are positions of carbon atoms, R is a random number between (−1, 1) and

AS,q is an amplitude of the corresponding wave which depends on both the sample size

and magnitude q of wave vector. The wave move is again accepted according to the

Metropolis criterion

p = min(1, exp(−β∆E)) , (3.25)

where ∆E is the difference between energies of the old and new configurations. It

has the same form as for local trial move since there is no change in volume. We

want to have for all wave moves uniform acceptance rate regardless of q. Appropriate

amplitude AS,q can be inferred from phonon dispersion curves. Since dispersion relation

for out-of-plane phonons is quadratic function of q, the energy difference created by

applying the wave move to graphene is roughly

∆E ≈ A2
S,qq

2 , (3.26)

so to achieve similar acceptance rate for all allowed wave vectors, we choose AS,q =

AS/q. The value of AS is fixed during equilibration to achieve the desired acceptance

rate for wave moves.

3.2 Testing the implementation of MC

We are going to conduct a pair of tests on our implementation of described Markov

chain Monte Carlo technique. These tests should prevent the possibility of erroneous

sampling, which could result in a waste of computational resources, or even worse,

making the wrong conclusions. We carry out these tests on a smaller system of N = 960

atoms interacting through chosen Tersoff potential. Eight systems are initialized with

temperatures from T = 10 K to T = 80 K. Each system is equilibrated for 5 × 105

MC steps where during each step a local trial move is attempted for every atom. At

every MC step a wave move is attempted, where allowed wave vectors are bounded by

minimal wavelength of 15 Å instead of 40 Å since our system is much smaller. At last,

an isotropic scaling move is attempted every 5 MC steps. After equilibration another

3× 106 MC Steps are carried out for averaging. Quantities we are interested in for the

purpose of these tests are the surface area of the membrane and its energy. We record

these values at every 100-th MC step. One can see that the length of the equilibration

phase is indeed sufficient from Figure 7, which displays energy and surface area for two

selected samples. Behaviour of these quantities during the equilibration is the same

for other samples, which are not shown. Now we are going to conduct two tests on the

obtained data, an equipartition test and volume fluctuation test.
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Figure 7: First row shows the energy of graphene samples at temperatures T = 10 K
and T = 80 K respectively and second row shows the surface area of the same samples
throughout the equilibration phase

3.2.1 Equipartition Test

Energy minimum of graphene sample containing N = 960 atoms at T = 0 K is

U0 = −7658.594 eV . On the other hand mean value of potential energy 〈U〉 of graphene

at temperatures from T = 10 K to T = 80 K is higher. Their difference is due to the

energy of thermal fluctuations and it increases with temperature. The equipartition

theorem states that the excess energy is equally distributed over all quadratic degrees

of freedom of system under consideration [18]. More specifically, every quadratic degree

of freedom contributes the energy of 1/2 kbT , where kb is the Boltzmann constant. At

low temperatures the potential energy of graphene membrane can be approximated by

quadratic form and the equipartition theorem should hold. To see whether this is true

for our implementation of MC we plot energy due to the thermal fluctuations obtained

as difference 〈U〉 − U0 from simulations of N = 960 sample and compare it with the

prediction of equipartition theorem. The result of this test is given in Figure 8 and it

is clear that our implementation reproduces the expected behaviour.
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Figure 8: Red diamonds correspond to the energy difference 〈U〉 −U0 at temperatures
from T = 10 K to T = 80 K. Blue line is given by equipartition theorem as 3/2 ×
960× kbT .

3.2.2 Volume fluctuation test

As another option to verify that the implementation of NpT ensemble MC simulation

is correct, we are going to analyse fluctuations of simulation box or in other words of

the surface area of the rectangle bounding the lattice. Gibbs free energy plays the role

of thermodynamic potential in the case of constant pressure and temperature

G(p, T ) = U + pV − TS dG = V dp− SdT , (3.27)

where S is entropy and V is the volume. Gibbs free energy can also be expressed as a

logarithm of NpT partition function. We are going to work just with the configuration

part of the partition function. Gibbs free energy then becomes

G = −T ln

∫ ∞
0

dV e−βpV
∫
dΓe−βU(Γ) , (3.28)
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where in the last integral we can recognize configuration part of the partition function

of canonical ensemble and we set kB = 1. Since the logarithm of canonical partition

function is Helmholtz free energy F (T, V ) = U − TS we can simplify the expression

for G into following convenient form

G = −T ln

∫ ∞
0

dV e−β(PV+F (T,V )) . (3.29)

Now we can express the mean value of volume in NpT ensemble as a derivative of the

Gibbs potential
∂G

∂p
=

∫∞
0
dV V e−β(PV+F )∫∞

0
dV e−β(PV+F )

= 〈V 〉NpT . (3.30)

The second partial derivative with respect to pressure gives us relation with the variance

or magnitude of fluctuations of volume in NpT ensemble

∂2G

∂p2
=
∂〈V 〉
∂p

= − 1

T

∫∞
0
dV V 2e−β(PV+F )∫∞

0
dV e−β(PV+F )

+
1

T

(
∫∞

0
dV V 2e−β(PV+F ))2

(
∫∞

0
dV e−β(PV+F ))2

= − 1

T
(〈V 2〉 − 〈V 〉2) .

On the other hand, we can express the pressure p through the total differential of

Helmholtz free energy

dF = −pdV − SdT ⇒ −∂F
∂V

= p . (3.31)

Together with the previous result we can establish the following relation in the case of

small temperatures since the contribution of TS term in expression for Helmholtz free

energy F = U − TS is negligible

T

〈V 2〉 − 〈V 〉2
=
∂2F

∂V 2

T→0−−−→ T

〈V 2〉 − 〈V 〉2
≈ ∂2U

∂V 2
. (3.32)

Using this relation we are able to test whether the MC implementation ofNpT ensemble

generates proper distribution of configurations including volume. Since we are working

with 2D membrane we understand surface area A of the simulation box as the volume of

our system. We evaluate ∂2U/∂A2 by scaling the lattice, calculating potential energy of

configuration and then using the finite difference formula to get the second derivative

of energy with respect to the surface area A of the simulation box. For graphene

membrane with N = 960 atoms

∂2U

∂A2
= 0.004589 . (3.33)
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We extract the surface area fluctuations from the simulation of N = 960 system. To

compare the results with computed second derivative we rearrange the relation between

∂2U/∂A2 and surface fluctuations

〈A2〉 − 〈A〉2 ≈ 1
∂2U
∂A2

T . (3.34)

We fit the extracted values for fluctuations by quadratic function of the temperature

〈A2〉 − 〈A〉2 ≈ c0 + c1T + c2T
2 (3.35)

and compare the linear coefficient c1 with the reciprocal of value obtained as finite

difference approximation to the derivative ∂2U/∂A2.

Finite difference Simulation
1

∂2U/∂V 2 [Å4 eV −1] A [Å4 eV −1]

N=960 217.925 219.143

Table 3: Reciprocal of second derivative of potential energy of graphene membrane with
respect to the surface area and value of linear coefficient A obtained from simulation.

The fluctuations obtained from simulation and the fit to the quadratic function of

temperature is given in Figure 9. The comparison of linear coefficient c1 with reciprocal

of ∂2U/∂A2 given in Table 3 shows a very good agreement between these two values

which again proves that our MC implementation of NpT ensemble is correct.

3.3 Path Integral Monte Carlo

Besides Heisenberg’s and Schrödinger’s description of quantum mechanics yet another

mathematically equivalent formulation was later discovered by Richard Feynman [7].

It is known as path integral formulation. To express quantum mechanical amplitudes

one sums over the all possible trajectories of particles with proper weight, hence the

name path integral. Mathematical framework describing such integrals over function

spaces is known as functional integration and it was developed by Norbert Wiener to

study Brownian motion [45]. Besides its use as a theoretical tool of great importance in

quantum field theory it also provides a way for practical implementation of numerical

simulation method of quantum many-body systems. A so called Path-Integral Monte

Carlo method belongs into group of quantum simulation techniques which could in

principle lead to numerically exact results with well defined error bounds [5]. One of

the most notable studies using PIMC in the field of condensed matter was done by

Ceperley [6]. He simulated superfluid Helium and obtained an excellent agreement
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Figure 9: Red diamonds correspond to volume fluctuations 〈V 2〉−〈V 〉2 at temperatures
from T = 10 K to T = 80 K. Blue line is a fit of surface area fluctuations to the
quadratic function of temperature in eV units.

between pair correlations or superfluid density and experimental data. In this section

we will explain quantum-classical isomorphism which manifests itself in path integral

expression of ensemble averages in quantum statistical mechanics [26, 12]. Once the

quantum system is mapped to its classical counterpart we will show how to numerically

calculate these ensemble averages using Monte Carlo integration.

Our focus will be on the simulation of a solid in NpT ensemble, where atoms are

enclosed in the simulation cell of variable volume V with periodic boundary conditions.

Quantum effects related to the vibrational motion of atoms in solids become impor-

tant at temperatures below the Debye temperature ΘD of the material. For graphene

this translates to the temperature lower then T = 2000 K. The temperatures we are

interested in are an order of magnitude lower and this opens up a possibility of discov-

ering new phenomena which do not emerge in the case of classical simulation. In the

following derivation we will treat atoms as distinguishable particles since the effects of

nuclear exchange become important when the thermal de Broglie wavelength is com-

parable to or larger than the mean distance between atoms in lattice. In our case of

graphene, the lowest temperature we are going to work with is T = 100 K which gives
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us de Broglie wavelength

λ =
h√

2πmkBT
≈ 0.5 Å < 1.4 Å (3.36)

that is lower than the lattice constant of graphene. Otherwise we would also have to

sample permutations of atoms in the lattice.

The density matrix ρ̂ is a fundamental object describing the statistics of a quantum

mechanical system at finite temperature β. It holds all the necessary information

about the averages of physical observables represented by Hermitian operators. It is

an operator defined as

ρ̂ = e−βĤ , (3.37)

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian of the system. In the case of the canonical ensemble the

thermal averages of observables are defined through the density matrix as

〈Ô〉 =
1

ZNV T
Tr
[
ρ̂Ô
]
, (3.38)

with the canonical partition function ZNV T = Tr[ρ̂]. We are going to assume that the

Hamiltonian of the system has the general form

Ĥ = T̂ + Û = − ~2

2m

N∑
i=1

∇2
i + U(r1, . . . , rN) . (3.39)

In the case of NpT ensemble, thermal averages are defined as

〈Ô〉 =
1

ZNpT

∫ ∞
0

dV e−βpV Tr
[
ρ̂Ô
]
, (3.40)

where ZNpT is the partition function of the system given by the following integral of

the canonical partition function

ZNpT =

∫ ∞
0

e−βpVZNV T . (3.41)

Suppose we know the energy eigenstates {ψi} which satisfy the time-independent

Schrödinger equation Ĥψi = Eiψi. Then the density matrix ρ̂ is diagonal in the basis

of these eigenstates and the trace can be evaluated as a sum over the energy eigenstates

{ψi} with corresponding Boltzmann factor

Trρ̂ =
∑
i

〈ψi|e−βH |ψi〉 =
∑
i

e−βEi , (3.42)
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Tr
[
ρ̂Ô
]

=
∑
i

〈ψi|e−βHÔ|ψi〉 =
∑
i

〈ψi|Ô|ψi〉e−βEi . (3.43)

However, for the general potential U we do not have neither {ψi} nor {Ei} since there

is no solution of the corresponding Schrödinger equation. Finding the eigenvalues of

many-body Hamiltonian is possible in only few exceptional cases, for instance ideal gas

of particles or if U is a quadratic form of positional degrees of freedom.

We will approach the problem of evaluating these traces from different perspective.

Let us write the trace in the basis of real space position eigenstates {|R〉} where

R = (r1, . . . rN) denotes the positions of all N atoms

Tr
[
ρ̂Ô
]

=

∫
dR

∫
dR′〈R|e−βĤ |R′〉〈R′|Ô|R〉 , (3.44)

where we have used the completeness property of the basis of position eigenstates

1 =

∫
dR|R〉〈R| . (3.45)

From now on we will denote the position representation of density matrix as

ρ(R,R′; β) = 〈R|e−βĤ |R′〉 . (3.46)

In this representation we assign to the operator ρ̂ a matrix with rows and columns

labelled by continuous indices. In general, density matrices obey the following product

property

e−(β1+β2)Ĥ = e−β1Ĥe−β2Ĥ . (3.47)

This relation can be translated into integral form for matrix elements of density ma-

trices in position representation

ρ(R1,R3; β1 + β2) =

∫
dR2ρ(R1,R2; β1)ρ(R2,R3; β2) . (3.48)

Exactly the same property holds for quantum mechanical propagator K̂ which governs

the time evolution of quantum mechanical system. It is defined as

K̂ = e−iĤ(t−t0)/~ , (3.49)

which is a direct result of solving Schrödinger equation. We can immediately spot that

propagator K̂ and density matrix ρ̂ are quite similar objects. Formally they are related

by Wick rotation

e−iĤt/~ −→ t = iβ~ −→ e−βĤ . (3.50)
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In a sense we are working with the imaginary time, hence the name imaginary time

path integrals for expressions we will encounter later. We are going to show that

propagator K̂ has the same product property as density matrix. Lets assume that we

have a system in a state |φ(t0)〉, its time evolution is then given by

|φ(t′)〉 = e−iĤ(t′−t0)/~|φ(t0)〉 . (3.51)

We continue by projecting the states into position representation and using the com-

pleteness property we get

〈x′|φ(t′)〉 =

∫
dx〈x′|e−iĤ(t′−t0)/~|x〉〈x|φ(t0)〉 , (3.52)

which is a familiar Schrödinger equation in integral form

φ(x′, t′) =

∫
dx〈x′|e−iĤ(t′−t0)/~|x〉φ(x, t0) =

∫
dxK(x′, x; t′ − t0)φ(x, t0) , (3.53)

where we denote the position representation of propagator K̂ as 〈y′|e−iĤ(τ ′−τ)/~|y〉 =

K(y′, y; τ ′ − τ). To illustrate its meaning suppose a particle is in the position x0 at

time t0. Then its wave function ψ(x, t0) is a delta function δ(x − x0) at time t0. We

may ask what is the probability of finding it in a position around x1 at later time t1.

An answer to this question is given by this equation as

|ψ(x1, t1)|2 =

∣∣∣∣∫ dx〈x1|e−iĤ(t1−t0)/~|x〉δ(x− x0)

∣∣∣∣2 = |K(x1, x0; t1 − t0)|2 . (3.54)

Which shows that the matrix elements of the propagator K̂ play the role of probability

amplitudes. Lets ask a similar question as before with one condition. What is the

probability of finding particle around x2 at time t2 if it was not only in position x0 at

t0 but also around position x1 at time t1 where t2 > t1 > t0. The probability of such

measurement is a product of individual probabilities

|K(x2, x1; t2 − t1)|2|K(x1, x0; t1 − t0)|2 . (3.55)

But what if we do not really care where was the particle at time t1 ? A key insight by

Feynman was that in such case we do not sum the product of probabilities but product

of probability amplitudes. We can see this by evolving the state ψ(x, t0) = δ(x − x0)

to time t1 > t0 and then again evolve the result to time t2 using the integral form of
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Schrödinger equation

ψ(x2, t2) =

∫
dx1K(x2, x1; t2 − t1)ψ(x1, t1)

=

∫
dx1K(x2, x1; t2 − t1)

∫
dxK(x1, x; t1 − t0)δ(x− x0)

=

∫
dx

(∫
dx1K(x2, x1; t2 − t1)K(x1, x; t1 − t0)

)
δ(x− x0)

=

∫
dx

(∫
dx1〈x2|e−iĤ(t−t′)/~|x1〉〈x1|e−iĤ(t′−t0)/~|x〉

)
δ(x− x0)

=

∫
dx〈x2|e−iĤ(t−t0)/~|x〉φ(y, t0) =

∫
dxK(x2, x; t− t0)δ(x− x0) .

(3.56)

This explicitly shows that the integral over the possible positions x1 of particle at

time t1 sums the product of probability amplitudes and also demonstrates that the

propagators K̂ obey exactly the same product rule as density matrices. In this way we

can divide the time evolution between times t0 and t to arbitrary many sections and

integrate over positions at all inner times between t0 and t

ψ(x, t) =

∫ ( N∏
i=0

dxi K(xi+1, xi; ti+1 − ti)

)
ψ(x0, t0); xN+1 ≡ x, tN+1 ≡ t . (3.57)

An illustration of such process is given in Figure 10. In the limit of N −→ ∞ we

recover the path integral over the space of functions x(t).

Figure 10: A schematic illustration of path integral. For a finite number of time slices
we integrate over the positions on all the inner slices denoted by blue arrows. As we
pass into limit of N −→∞ the former integral over N -dimensional volume changes to
functional integral over all possible paths x(t) between two fixed points in (t, x) plane.
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The similarity between time evolution in path integral formalism and thermal averages

of quantum statistical mechanics will become even more evident.

Using the product property we rewrite the density matrix as a product of M density

matrices.

ρ̂ =
(
e−βĤ/M

)M
, (3.58)

where parameterM is called the Trotter number. This decomposition is exact but every

single density matrix now corresponds to the same system at temperature τ = β/M .

Let’s use this decomposition in the expression for trace over operator ρ̂Ô and insert

unity in the form of completeness relation of position eigenstates basis between all M

new density matrices

Tr
[
ρ̂Ô
]

=

∫
dR

∫
dR′〈R|

(
e−βĤ/M

)M
|R′〉〈R′|Ô|R〉

=

∫
dR

∫
dR′

∫
dR1 . . .

∫
dRM−1ρ(R,R1; β/M)ρ(R1,R2; β/M)

. . . ρ(RM−2,RM−1; β/M)ρ(RM−1,R
′; β/M)〈R′|Ô|R〉 .

(3.59)

In the special case of canonical partition function (Ô = 1) by relabelling the integration

variables R −→ R0 and R′ −→ RM and using the orthogonality of position eigenstates

we obtain a compact expression

Tr[ρ̂] =

∫ ( M∏
i=1

dRi ρ(Ri−1,Ri; β/M)

)
δ(RM −R0) . (3.60)

The form is very much alike the final expression for time evolution of quantum me-

chanical system. Thus we are offered a similar interpretation. We create M slices in

imaginary time dimension and integrate over all possible configurations of system at

these slices. In the case of imaginary time path integrals they are called Trotter slices.

Again in the limit of M −→∞ we end up with the functional integral over all possible

paths in position space, this time however the paths must form loops because of the

delta function which identifies the positions at the first Trotter slice and the last one.

It might seem that we have made things unnecessary complicated, but the opposite is

true. Each of the density matrices is now for the system at inverse temperature β/M

which is a higher absolute temperature, and quantum mechanics become equivalent to

classical mechanics at higher temperatures.

Hamiltonian of our system is composed of two parts, operator of kinetic and poten-

tial energy. These two operators do not commute and therefore the simple exponential
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product formula does not hold

Ĥ = T̂ + Û &
[
T̂ , Û

]
6= 0 =⇒ (3.61)

eT̂+Û 6= eT̂ eÛ . (3.62)

However, if we have a small parameter in the exponent we may use a suitable approx-

imation of exponential product formula. Fortunately, by using the product property

of density matrices we have introduced such small parameter τ = β/M for M large

enough. The simplest decomposition of density matrix is known as primitive approxi-

mation

e−τ(T̂+Û) = e−τT̂ e−τÛ +O(τ 2) . (3.63)

In the limit of large M we recover the original density matrix ρ̂ for a system at tem-

perature β

e−β(T̂+Û) = lim
M→∞

[
e−τT̂ e−τÛ

]M
. (3.64)

This identity is called the Trotter Formula [43]. Now it is evident that in the case of high

temperatures, τ −→ 0 quantum mechanics become equivalent to classical mechanics

since effects due to the non-commutativity of operators become negligible. We have

chosen the following symmetric decomposition of density matrix instead

e−τ(T̂+Û) = e−τÛ/2e−τT̂ e−τÛ/2 +O(τ 3) . (3.65)

One can verify this relation using the Baker-Cambell-Hausdorff formula

eεX̂eεŶ = eε(X̂+Ŷ )+ε2[X̂,Ŷ ]/2+O(ε3) , (3.66)

e−τÛ/2e−τT̂ e−τÛ/2 = e−τÛ/2e−τ(T̂+Û/2)+τ2[T̂ ,Û ]/4+O(τ3)

= e−τ(T̂+Û)+τ2([T̂ ,Û ]/4+[Û ,T̂+Û/2]/4)+O(τ3) = e−τ(T̂+Û) +O(τ 3) .

Again by Trotter formula this decomposition converges to the density matrix ρ̂ in the

limit of M −→ ∞. There are many other more complicated higher order decompo-

sitions with improved convergence properties [38]. On the other hand our choice is

sufficient for our purpose and it will lead to a rather simple interpretation. Let’s use

this decomposition for density matrix in the position representation

ρ(Ri,Rj; τ) = 〈Ri|e−τ(T̂+Û)|Rj〉 = 〈Ri|e−τÛ/2e−τT̂ e−τÛ/2|Rj〉 . (3.67)
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Since potential energy is diagonal in the position basis, we can evaluate it directly.

Operator of kinetic energy is diagonal in momentum space and therefore we use the

completeness relation of momentum space basis twice and end up with the following

expression

ρ(Ri,Rj; τ) =

∫
dPidPje

−τU(Ri)/2〈Ri|Pi〉〈Pi|e−τT̂ |Pj〉〈Pj|Rj〉e−τU(Rj)/2 . (3.68)

Let’s for a moment assume, that our system consists of only single particle described

by Hamiltonian

Ĥ = − ~2

2m
∇2 + U(R) . (3.69)

To get to the final form of density matrix, recall that the momentum representation of

position eigenstate is

〈R|P〉 =

(
1

2π~

)3/2

eiP.R/~ . (3.70)

Putting this back into previous formula we arrive at

ρ(Ri,Rj; τ) =

(
1

2π~

)3

e−τ(U(Ri)+U(Rj))/2×

×
∫
dPidPjexp

{
−τ

~2P2
j

2m
+
i

~
(Pi.Ri −Pj.Rj)

}
δ(Pi −Pj)

=

(
1

2π~

)3

e−τ(U(Ri)+U(Rj))/2

∫
dPjexp

{
−τ

~2P2
j

2m
+
i

~
Pj(Ri −Rj)

}
.

(3.71)

By evaluating the Gaussian integral over Pj we get the final expression for density

matrix in position representation

ρ(Ri,Rj; τ) =
( m

2πτ~2

)3/2

exp

{
−τ
[
m

2τ~2
(Ri −Rj)

2 +
U(Ri) + U(Rj)

2

]}
. (3.72)

We can now use this form to express the trace of ρ̂Ô while relabelling the integration

variables R −→ R0 and R′ −→ RM

Tr
[
ρ̂Ô
]
≈
∫
dR0dRM 〈R1|

(
e−βĤ/M

)M
|RM 〉〈RM |Ô|R0〉 =

∫
dR0 . . . dRM×( m

2πτ~2

)3M/2
exp

{
−τ
[
m

2τ~2
(R1 −R0)

2 +
U(R0) + U(R1)

2

]}
. . .

. . . exp

{
−τ
[
m

2τ~2
(RM−1 −RM )2 +

U(RM−1) + U(RM )

2

]}
〈RM |Ô|R0〉 ,

(3.73)
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which can be rewritten in more compact form

Tr
[
ρ̂Ô
]
≈
(
mM

2πβ~2

)3M/2 ∫ ( M∏
i=0

dRi

)
e−βUeff 〈RM |Ô|R0〉 , (3.74)

where Ueff is an effective temperature dependent potential

Ueff =
M∑
i=1

[
mM

2τβ2~2
(Ri−1 −Ri)

2 +
U(Ri−1) + U(Ri)

2M

]
. (3.75)

If the operator Ô is diagonal in the position representation we can perform an integra-

tion over RM or R0 with the use of orthogonality relation for position eigenfunctions

〈RM |R0〉 = δ(RM −R0). As a result we have a periodic boundary condition RM = R0

and we can write the final expression for the effective potential

Ueff =
M∑
i=1

[
mM

2τβ2~2
(Ri−1 −Ri)

2 +
U(Ri)

M

]
. (3.76)

We are now able to rewrite the definition of NpT partition sum

ZNpT =

∫ ∞
0

dV e−βpV
(
mM

2πβ~2

)3M/2 ∫ ( M∏
i=1

dRi

)
e−βUeff . (3.77)

We have started with a Hamiltonian describing the single particle in arbitrary potential

U . After using the symmetric decomposition of density matrix we ended up with

classical configuration NpT partition function of a system of M particles each in its

own Trotter slice, illustrated in Figure 11, interacting through the effective potential

Ueff . Every particle has its own potential U/M of the same form as the one in the

single particle Hamiltonian we started with. However, there is another term in the

effective potential which we might interpret as the particles in neighbouring Trotter

slices being connected by the harmonic springs with a coupling constant dependent on

temperature. This is the quantum-classical isomorphism. Quantum statistics of single

particle system is equivalent to classical statistics of M particles described by effective

potential Ueff .

Generalization to N particle system is straightforward, with the effective potential

being

Ueff =
M∑
i=1

(
N∑
a=1

[
mM

2τβ2~2
(Ra

i −Ra
i−1)2

]
+
U(R1

i , . . . ,R
N
i )

M

)
, (3.78)

where the upper index of R enumerates particles in a single Trotter slice and lower

index labels the Trotter slices, each containing a copy of original N particle system.
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Figure 11: Instead of single particle we have M particles which are connected by
harmonic strings forming a ring polymer. Because of the periodic boundary condition
the M -th particle is connected by spring to the first one.

Only same atoms between neighbouring Trotter slices are coupled by the harmonic

springs. Again we give an illustration in Figure 12 of originally three particle system

mapped to its classical equivalent consisting of four Trotter slices with three particles

in every one of them. The NpT partition function has the same form as in the case of

Figure 12: Quantum three particle system is mapped to four Trotter slices denoted
by blue rectangles. Each Trotter slice contains a copy of the original system. The
harmonic springs are attached only between particles in different slices.

single particle with additional integration over all N particles in each of the M Trotter

slices

ZNpT =

∫ ∞
0

dV e−βpV
(
mM

2πβ~2

)3NM/2 ∫ ( M∏
i=1

N∏
a=1

dRa
i

)
e−βUeff . (3.79)
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This is a classical configuration partition function. In the limit of M −→ ∞ it is ex-

actly equal to its quantum counterpart. Therefore the statistics of quantum many-body

system are equivalent to a statistics of D + 1 dimensional classical system extended

by the Trotter dimension. For practical computations we do not need M to approach

infinity, since the error we are making by using the symmetric decomposition is under

control and in principle for any given temperature β we can choose sufficiently large M

to reach desired accuracy. From this point on we are dealing with ensemble averages

of classical systems and we can employ Monte Carlo integration to evaluate such inte-

grals, sampling from the distribution given by weight e−β(pV+Ueff ) in the case of NpT

ensemble. To calculate ensemble averages of operators diagonal in position basis it is

important to realize that all Trotter slices are equal. Instead of expectation value in

single Trotter slice

〈Ô〉 =
1

ZNpT

∫ ∞
0

dV e−βpV
(
mM

2πβ~2

)3NM/2 ∫ ( M∏
i=1

N∏
a=1

dRa
i

)
e−βUeff 〈RM |Ô|RM〉 ,

(3.80)

we can use the average over all slices

〈Ô〉 = 1

ZNpT

∫ ∞
0

dV e−βpV
(
mM

2πβ~2

)3NM/2 ∫ ( M∏
i=1

N∏
a=1

dRa
i

)
e−βUeff

M∑
j=1

O(R1
j , . . .R

N
j )

M
.

(3.81)

If we want to evaluate the thermal average according to the quantum mechanics, we

have to work with a system with M times more degrees of freedom. Increased di-

mensionality of classical system is the price we have to pay. Nevertheless, by using

the Monte Carlo integration we can generate states of this extended system according

to the underlying distribution and then simply evaluate the thermal average as arith-

metic mean over the configurations. If we generate L configurations of the system, the

average will be taken as

〈Ô〉 =
1

LM

L∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

O(Γ
(j)
i ) , (3.82)

where Γi is the i-th configuration of whole system and Γ
(j)
i denotes specifically config-

uration of j-th Trotter slice. Thermal averages become exact in the limit of M −→∞.

For any finite M they are only approximate. Their convergence in the case of primitive

approximation or symmetric approximation we have chosen depends on M as

〈Ô〉M = 〈Ô〉 +O

([
β

M

]2
)

. (3.83)
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Therefore one does not need to extend to extremely high M where the correction is

negligible. Instead its more practical to perform several simulations for various values

of M and accumulate enough statistics to reach the asymptotic O(M−2) regime. If the

averages for various M differ significantly we can still try to extrapolate the results to

M −→∞. This idea is based on the existence of the expansion of averages as a Taylor

series in 1/M2 [39], so we can recover true ensemble average from the expansion

〈Ô〉M = 〈Ô〉+
A

M2
+

B

M4
+

C

M6
+ . . . , (3.84)

possibly avoiding the problem of long convergence required for each individual simula-

tion at given M .

After mapping the quantum system to its classical equivalent we can use all of the

techniques described for classical NpT ensemble simulation. The practical implemen-

tation of PIMC simulation is based on the same principles, however, there are some

additional points worth consideration. As before our goal is to generate Markov chain

of states with the limiting distribution given by weight

w(Γ) = e−β(pV+Ueff (Γ)) , (3.85)

where Γ denotes the configuration of whole system of M Trotter slices. We create new

states in chain by performing various trial moves which are accepted according to the

Metropolis criterion with weight w(Γ). Algorithm for performing the local trial move

remains basically the same, with a slightly altered acceptance criterion

p = min(1, exp(−β∆Ueff )) (3.86)

with ∆Ueff as a result of displacing an atom a in the Trotter slice i becomes

∆Ueff =
mM

2τβ2~2

[
(Ra,new

i −Ra
i−1)2 − (Ra,old

i −Ra
i−1)2 + (Ra

i+1 −Ra,new
i )2

−(Ra
i+1 −Ra,old

i )2
]

+
U(. . . ,Ra,new

i , . . .)− U(. . . ,Ra,old
i , . . .)

M
,

(3.87)

where besides the energy of harmonic springs we only need to recalculate the potential

in the i − th Trotter slice. The task of local trial move is now to sample quantum

fluctuations of position of atoms which is reflected in the additional terms in acceptance

criterion, namely energy difference of harmonic springs coupling same atoms between

neighbouring Trotter slices. The isotropic scaling move attempts to rescale the volume

of the whole system which means scaling every Trotter slice. We again carry out

the simulation at zero pressure, therefore the pV term does not enter the acceptance
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criterion. However, the system has now effectively M times more particles and this

factor enters the acceptance criterion through the Jacobian of scaling transformation.

Thus the acceptance criterion of isotropic scaling move becomes

p = min(1, exp(−βδH)) , (3.88)

where

δH = ∆Ueff −NMT ln(Anew/Aold) = ∆Ueff −NMT ln(s2) . (3.89)

Since all coordinates are scaled equally the evaluation of difference between energies of

harmonic springs is trivial

∆Uspring = . . .+ (Ra,new
i −Ra,new

i−1 )2 − (Ra,old
i −Ra,old

i−1 )2 + . . .

= . . .+ s2(Ra,old
i −Ra,old

i−1 )2 − (Ra,old
i −Ra,old

i−1 )2 + . . .

= (s2 − 1)Uspring .

(3.90)

On the other hand the Tersoff potential describing graphene must be recalculated for all

Trotter slices, making this trial move particularly expensive in terms of computational

time. To improve the convergence of Markov chain it is useful to introduce another trial

move in accordance with [25, 26]. This time we are attempting to uniformly displace

the same atom in all Trotter slices. One may think of it as moving the center of mass

in Trotter dimension. This trial move is actually the former local move as defined for

the classical simulation. We can see this from the acceptance criterion

p = min(1, exp(−β∆Ueff )) , (3.91)

where ∆Ueff due to the displacement of atom a is

∆Ueff =
M∑
i=1

U(. . . ,Ra,new
i , . . .)− U(. . . ,Ra,old

i , . . .)

M
. (3.92)

Indeed, the potential of harmonic springs remains the same and does not enter the

acceptance criterion since atom a is displaced by the same vector in all Trotter slices.
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4 Results

The study of ripples on graphene membranes requires long simulation runs to reach

equilibrium distribution and consequently obtain proper ensemble averages. This be-

comes even more important in the case of quantum simulation, since PIMC method

works with M times larger systems, where M is the number of Trotter slices. Here,

we present the results from the data accumulated so far from both the classical NpT

simulation of graphene and the preliminary results of Path Integral Monte Carlo sim-

ulation.

Figure 13: A snapshot of configuration of graphene membrane with N = 19440 atoms
at T = 300 K

4.1 Classical NpT simulation

We simulated graphene membranes of two sizes, N = 19440 and N = 108864 atoms

of roughly square shape with precise dimensions given in Table 2. The simulation

consisted of 5 × 105 MC steps for equilibration of both systems and 5.5 × 106 MC

steps for averaging in the case of N = 19440 system and only 5 × 105 MC steps for

N = 108864 membrane due to the higher computational effort with configurations

saved every 100 MC steps in both cases. Every MC step corresponds to a local trial

move carried out sequentially for every atom in the membrane. The acceptance rate

of local moves was fixed during equilibration to 0.5. At every MC step a single wave

move was attempted with maximal q limited to 0.16 Å−1 corresponding to a minimal

wavelength of 40 Å. The acceptance rate for wave moves was fixed at 0.4. At last,

every 5 MC steps an isotropic scaling move was attempted with desired acceptance

rate of 0.2. The membranes were simulated at temperatures from T = 100 K to

T = 400 K. For each temperature we ran four simulations in parallel to increase

the amount of accumulated statistics. The first quantity we are interested in is the
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Figure 14: The temperature dependence of distribution of distance between nearest
neighbours for system with N = 19440 atoms. The inset shows the average distance
between nearest neighbours growing with the temperature. The difference is small
being only of the order of 10−3 Å.

distance between neighbouring carbon atoms. The results for N = 19440 are shown

in Figure 14. The mean distance between carbon atoms is slowly increasing with

temperature, but even at T = 400 K the maximal deviation from equilibrium bond

length at T = 0 K is 0.09 Å which is well below Lindemann criterion and therefore we

can be sure that the membrane is far from the melting point. Moreover the atoms do

not change their nearest neighbours during simulation. Even though the mean distance

between atoms is increasing, the membrane itself contracts as can be seen from average

values of surface area of the simulation box shown in Figure 15. By extending into

the third dimension the membrane actually shrinks even though the mean distance

between neighbouring atoms increases. Therefore, graphene membranes have negative

thermal expansion coefficient at least in the interval of simulated temperatures. This

behaviour is in accordance with the experimental evidence as measured by Raman

spectroscopy by Yoon et al. [46] in the temperature range between 200 and 400 K.

Average value obtained from our simulation is around (−1.2 ± 0.4) × 10−6K−1 which

is lower than the experimentally measured value of (−8.0 ± 0.7) × 10−6K−1 and also

value (−4.8 ± 1.0) × 10−6K−1 obtained from the simulation using LCBOPII potenial

in the range 0 − 300 K [47]. This discrepancy might be caused by the choice of a

potential model, but further investigation is required to find the source of such a low

value of thermal expansion coefficient. Moreover, the behaviour of thermal contraction

is unusual, since the area of the membrane decreases more slowly with increasing
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temperature as can be seen in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Area of the simulation box of systems with N = 19440 and N = 108864
atoms decreasing with temperature.
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Figure 16: Distribution of out-of-plane displacement for membrane with N = 19440
atoms. The inset shows an estimate of characteristic out-of-plane displacement by
standard deviation of fitted Gaussians.

Another quantity of interest, which is directly related to the size of the ripples in

graphene membrane is the distribution of out-of-plane displacement shown in Figure

16 for N = 19440 sample and in Figure 17 for N = 108864 sample. In the case of

N = 19440 the histograms are nearly perfect Gaussian distributions. However, for
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Figure 17: Distribution of out-of-plane displacement for membrane with N = 108864
atoms. It can be seen that the distributions for higher temperatures are not well
converged yet. Still at T = 100 K the distribution is well approximated by Gaussian
distribution with the standard deviation σh = 1.26 Å.

larger sample and temperatures higher then T = 100 K the data seem not yet well

converged, which is no surprise since we have only accumulated 5 × 105 MC steps

because of the size of the system. Nevertheless, the lowest temperature distribution

is again well approximated by Gauss distribution and we get an estimate for standard

deviation σh = 1.26 Å which is 1.8 times higher then in the case of smaller N = 19440

sample. This is in accordance with the expectation that the out-of-plane displacement

grows with increasing system size [1, 23].

Now we get to the calculation of the correlation function of normals. We will

compute these functions by first performing discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [8] of

real space normals and then calculate average value of Fourier components for given

magnitude of wave number q. Two dimensional DFT is defined as

f̂kl =
1√
NM

N−1∑
n=0

M−1∑
m=0

fnmexp

{
2πi

(
nk

N
+
ml

M

)}
, (4.1)

where f̂kl are desired Fourier coefficients and fnm are function values on rectangular

grid. Requirement for function values to be known on rectangular grid presents a small
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problem. Because the real space normals are defined as

n =
1√

1 + |∇h|2
(−∂xh,−∂yh, 1) ,

we need to extract the out-of-plane displacement h first. The carbon atoms forming the

membrane which give us their h coordinates are not equally spaced apart. Therefore,

on each configuration we will ”overlay” a rectangular grid and compute h at its nodes

by interpolation taking into account a few atoms near each grid node. Since small

cells shown in Figure 6 from which the whole membrane is created contain four carbon

atoms each, we also require that the rectangular grid will have four nodes per such

cell. Therefore, we will not create more data points than are actually present in the

simulation. The results for N = 19440 is shown in Figure 18. For each temperature the

correlation function decays as qx with x ∼ −2, however there is an apparent dependence

on temperature which is not accounted for by harmonic theory. The prefactor of the

correlation function is consistent with the result of harmonic approximation, which

expects Fourier coefficients to be linearly dependent on temperature

〈|nq|2〉 =
kbT

κS0q2
.
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Figure 18: Normal-normal correlation function for N = 19440 membrane. The fits
are done for region where harmonic approximation should best describe behaviour of
correlation functions.
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Figure 19: Normal-normal correlation function for N = 108864 membrane. The fits
are done for region where harmonic approximation should best describe behaviour of
correlation functions.

The correlation functions from the simulation of N = 108864 system shown in Figure 19

deviate more significantly from the expectations of harmonic approximation, however,

this is most probably caused by as yet insufficient statistics. This is especially noticeable

for small q where correlation functions for T = 300 K and T = 400 K join, which should

never happen pointing to a poor sampling of long wavelength ripples. Nevertheless,

the overall results for N = 19440 membrane agree relatively well with the expected

classical behaviour.

4.2 Preliminary results of PIMC

We have performed the Path integral Monte Carlo simulation for N = 19440 membrane

with M = 4 Trotter slices. To equilibrate the system, 106 MC steps were done. During

each MC step all atoms in all Trotter slices were sequentially subjected to local trial

move. The acceptance rate for local moves was fixed to 0.3 throughout the equilibration

phase. At every MC step a centre of mass move was attempted for each chain of four

atoms spanning across Trotter slices. The acceptance rate was set to the same level as

in the case of local moves. The last trial move implemented in PIMC simulation was the

scaling move, which took place every five MC steps with the desired acceptance rate of

0.2 as in the case of classical simulation. After equilibration another 106 MC steps were

carried out for the averaging, saving configuration of whole system every 100 MC steps.

Since at every temperature from T = 100 K to T = 400 K we have ran four simulations
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Figure 20: Distribution of distance between nearest neighbours for graphene membrane
with N = 19440 atoms.

in parallel, together we have accumulated 4 × 4 × 104 configuration per temperature.

However, we have not yet implemented the wave moves for PIMC simulation resulting

in suboptimal sampling of small q ripples. Nevertheless, these preliminary results are

worth reporting since they already show some promising features unique to quantum

effects. The most obvious difference and direct effect of quantum fluctuations can be

seen in the distribution of distance between nearest neighbours shown in Figure 20

and comparison with results from classical simulation in Figure 21. The distribution

at T = 100 K in the case of quantum simulation nearly matches the distribution for

classical simulation at T = 400 K which is a clear influence of quantum fluctuations.

Moreover, the mean distance between nearest neighbours is longer by approximately

0.0025 Å over the whole temperature range. The correlation function between normals

is reported in Figure 22. The temperature dependence of the decay exponent is now

apparently reversed in contrast with the results of classical simulation. This should

not be the case, since at higher temperatures the quantum corrections should become

less and less relevant. We will see whether this effect is caused by merely insufficient

statistics or reflects some systematic effect.
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Figure 21: Comparison of distribution of distances between classical and quantum
simulation with Trotter number M = 4 for the N = 19440 membrane.
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Figure 22: Normal-normal correlation function of N = 19440 atom membrane with
quantum fluctuations included from simulation with M = 4 Trotter slices.

On the other hand, the prefactors of correlation functions show more pronounced effect

due to the inclusion of quantum mechanics as can be seen in Figure 23. The inset shows
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the ratio of difference between classical coefficient and quantum one defined as

r =
CPIMC − Cclassic

Cclassic
(4.2)

over the studied temperature range. The difference is slightly increasing with decreas-

ing temperature, however, the relative contribution of quantum mechanical fluctuations

to the prefactor of the correlation function increases from less then 10% at T = 400 K

to more then 30% at T = 100 K. This is consistent with the expectation that quantum

fluctuations take over thermal fluctuations as we decrease the temperature, progres-

sively becoming the main cause of corrugation. As the analysis of prefactors of correla-

tion functions demonstrates, this effect is relevant and should be even more significant

at lower temperatures. With this remark we conclude our preliminary results of Path

integral Monte Carlo simulation of graphene membranes.
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Figure 23: Comparison of prefactors extracted from fits to correlation functions from
classical simulation and from PIMC. The inset shows the difference between these
values relative to the magnitude of prefactor obtained from classical simulation.
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5 Conclusions and Outlook

Aim of this thesis was to present and implement numerical simulation technique capable

of full quantum mechanical treatment of graphene membrane. We have described the

classical simulation in NpT ensemble and introduced the quantum statistics formulated

in terms of path integrals in which the quantum-classical isomorphism emerged. This

led us to formulate Path Integral Monte Carlo method capable of simulating quantum

systems. We have implemented PIMC to simulate graphene described by empirical

potential providing a good compromise between computational speed and accuracy

of description of graphene. We have thoroughly tested both the implementation of

empirical potential and the classical NpT simulation. The data obtained from the

classical simulation only confirmed that everything is well in order, reproducing results

in a good agreement with previously published studies, but hinting that even longer

simulation runs are required for samples as large as N = 108864 atoms. This is to be

expected as the largest samples studied up to now were membranes with N ∼ 40000

atoms. More importantly the preliminary results of quantum simulation even from

small statistics already show rather strong effects due to the quantum mechanics at

temperatures of T = 100 K. This motivates us to improve the implementation of

PIMC by including wave moves and therefore enhance the sampling, as the increase in

computational time is outweighed by faster convergence of underlying Markov chain.

Then we can finally enter the production stage focused on the accumulation of data

and estimating errors for graphene membranes at temperatures as low as T = 50 K

with appropriately increased Trotter number. Such temperature is below the estimated

threshold of 70− 90 K and should reach into the fully quantum regime. This presents

a challenge and heavy computational tasks potentially taking months, since even for a

membrane with N = 19440 atoms at T = 50 K we will require at least M = 16 Trotter

slices which effectively makes the system three times bigger than the N = 108864 atom

membrane. The PIMC simulations done with the increased number of Trotter slices

for the studied temperature range of 100 − 400 K will improve the accuracy of the

results. We expect that the difference between prefactors of correlation functions from

the classical MC and PIMC will grow with the increased M . Also, it will be interesting

to study thermal expansion of graphene membrane in this temperature interval with

the inclusion of quantum effects and see whether PIMC simulation improves the value

of thermal expansion coefficient. Therefore, our next objective is to access the quantum

regime in simulation and probe both the character of the ripples at low temperatures

as well as other properties of graphene membranes like thermal expansion or specific

heat.
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